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As the technology underlying dynamic random-access memory (DRAM) evolved from the first 
generation of double data rate (DDR) to DDR5, the concepts underlying test, measurement, and 
design tools had to keep pace. These concepts include how to probe signals, what kinds of test 
fixtures to use, and what kinds of measurements are appropriate for transmitted or received signals.

Protocol and logic analysis remain necessary, but power management and power integrity are newly 
important considerations in memory design, given the complexities of the DDR5 training sequences. 
As the standard evolved, design, modeling, and automation tools also had to evolve and adapt to 
incorporate new concepts that support the advanced technologies DDR5 requires.

How Has DDR Changed Over Time?
Before DDR, during the time of low-speed digital interfaces, fan-out and load capacitance were 
the key design parameters. After the introduction of DDR, the industry quickly began a large-scale 
transition to high-speed digital design. Over the next decade, the standard advanced from DDR1 
to DDR3. Today, designers may think of this technology as standard, but at the time, it was quite a 
significant and rapid shift.

Managing the interconnect was key. Engineers had to understand and optimize timing and signal 
integrity. They had to evaluate concepts such as setup times, hold times, and ring-back.

An overview of the technical road that standards body JEDEC has taken to get to DDR5 
and other considerations needed to move beyond DDR5.
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That was the comfort zone for the industry for about a dozen years until DDR4 came out. With 
the introduction of DDR4, concepts like noise and random and deterministic jitter became the 
centerpiece of the specification and were critical for design success.

The new standard also required changes in design, verification, validation, and testing. That was 
quite a significant transition for the industry to make.

Now with DDR5, even those concepts are becoming less important, replaced by things like the 
impulse response of the channel and the requirement for a decision feedback equalizer.

Figure 1. From DDR1 to DDR3, timing and signal integrity were critical concepts to understand and optimize

Figure 2. From DDR4 to DDR5, the critical concepts changed from random jitter and noise to impulse response
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With these critical concepts, DDR5 requires the specification to consider the impulse response of the 
channel the receiver needs to compensate for. These requirements will continue when looking at the 
generations after DDR5.

Now with every generation, something fundamentally new comes up. As the core of the DRAM 
interface moves to four-level pulse amplitude modulation (PAM4) or perhaps even complex 
modulation, the days of non-return-to-zero (NRZ) signaling may be numbered.

Memory Is Not High-Speed Serial
What makes this a challenge is that memory is the last traditional parallel bus, unlike other interfaces 
such as PCI Express® or USB, which we can think of in terms of embedded-clock high-speed serial. 
The reason is memory’s requirements for low latency and a huge amount of signal throughput. It has 
an explicit full-rate clock. It’s wide, it’s single-ended to be economical on pins, and it’s bidirectional.

It’s also bursty, meaning the short burst lengths on DDR5 are 16 bits long, much shorter than high-
speed serial.

This challenge is especially difficult because memory has to work in a DRAM process that is 
not optimized for logic. DRAM is optimized to build lots of capacitance. Therefore, it’s slow and 
unfriendly for logic implementations. These high-speed interfaces can occur only at the input / 
output with highly specialized layouts and designs.

Figure 3. Memory requires low 
latency and a huge amount of 
signal throughput, so it has an 
explicit full-rate clock
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The front-end interface to DDR memory is much simpler than it is for a high-speed rail interface 
such as PCI Express®. High-speed serial consists of a phase-locked loop (PLL) that can multiply a 
low-speed reference clock and then a clock and data recovery (CDR) circuit, along with various 
equalizers to open the eye for the first sampling flip-flop. Memory has just that first sampling flip-flop. 
Then it’s up to the controller to make sure that the eye is open at the DRAM when the clock changes 
state, as shown in Figure 4.
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DDR5 Is a New Game
With DDR5, it quickly became clear that the eye would collapse before reaching end-of-life speeds, 
as shown in Figure 5. It was no longer possible to get away with not having equalization on the 
input. However, because of the nature of the DRAM process, there still is no room and no power for 
traditional CDR.

Figure 5. With DDR5 memory, the eye collapses before reaching end-of-life speeds

Figure 4. The front-end interface to DDR is much simpler than that for a high-speed rail interface
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DDR5: Rx Specified Inside the Die
The adoption of an equalizer for DDR5 required its own kind of change to the specification. Traditionally, 
all DRAM specs consider signals that you can probe and observe at the balls of the DRAM.

Because the equalizer lives inside the die, the DDR5 specification had to account for signals inside 
the die. This major departure from the traditional DRAM specification led to a significant change in 
thinking about design and test processes.

PLLs are expensive and power-hungry in DRAM technology. It is best to avoid them at all costs. 
Therefore, relegating complexity to the controller keeps the DRAMs as simple as possible and 
compatible with their processes, shown in Figure 6. And of course, there are many more memories in 
system DRAM devices than there are controller devices, so this makes economic sense. However, it 
also means that you have to understand and deal with the concepts of equalization and closed eyes.
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Figure 6. With DDR5, every piece of complexity moves back to the controller for simplicity and compatibility

Figure 7. Because the equalizer lives inside the die, the DDR5 Rx specification had to account for signals that are inside the die
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Test and measurement and design tools had to deal with things inside the die that you must control 
and observe. For example, when looking at a signal at the DRAM ball, you’ll see a channel with an 
impulse response and an equalizer that has to correct for that impulse response. Out of that, you need 
to look in the design environment or, with real-time signals, at what’s coming out of that equalizer.

These capabilities existed in some form for high-speed serial interfaces, but they needed to be 
extended, optimized, and customized for DDR5 requirements. In general, everything is becoming 
more and more like radio-frequency (RF) and microwave designs, which traditionally have been 
probable only with antennas or signals inside a circuit.

Is DDR5 the End or the Beginning?
With the abandonment of NRZ signaling that’s necessary for doubling DDR5 speeds, digital engineers 
have to start thinking like RF and microwave designers or data communications engineers. Consider 
the Shannon–Hartley theorem for channel analysis, which tells you the maximum rate at which 
information can be transmitted over a communication channel with a specified bandwidth in the 
presence of noise.

Take Low Power Double Data Rate 4, or LPDDR4, as an example. The spec uses only about 10% of 
the theoretical capacity of the channel. That’s an enormous amount of headroom for a technology 
to improve and increase data rates without necessarily exploding the power budget. Tools that 
understand those data communications concepts will be increasingly important.
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It is safe to assume that this pace of change will continue. We can imagine where memory design 
might be going and anticipate the concepts that designers will need to be prepared for in the 
generations to come.

To learn more about high-speed digital memory design, visit our website.
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